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The manufacturer reserves the right to incorporate any improvements, alter any specifications and update products as necessary without prior notice. 

* Safe door needs to open more than 90° as illustrated to fully 
   extend drawers. Elite interior is designed for environments with 
   a 90° door opening limitation. 
* Add 1” to ALL exterior dimensions for more reliable installation. 

Ruby TL15 Stealth - Luxury Jewelry Safe  
Specifications and Drawings           Proudly Made in the USA 

 
 
A unique design that combines the convenience of a luxury jewelry chest and the high security of a 
UL-tested burglary safe. These safes are built with elite, high tensile steel with minimum 100,000 
P.S.I. tensile strength. These safes are not rated for fire protection. 

 

Specifications: 
Exterior Dimensions: 61" H x 26" W x 22-1/2" D, depth includes 2” for handle 
Interior Dimensions: 60" H x 25" W x 16" D  
Clear Door Opening: 59” H x 23” W 
Cubic Foot Capacity: 13.9 
Weight: 1,215 lbs. 
Standard 4 Drawer Configuration:  approx. 38-1/2” vertical space remaining 
Standard 7 Drawer Configuration:  approx. 31-1/2” vertical space remaining 
Standard 11 Drawer Configuration:  approx. 18” vertical space remaining 
 

UL TL15 (High Security) Certified: 
Jewelers needing a $150-250K Jewelers Block insurance policy from a specialty 
insurance company buy our high security Stealth safes with the UL TL15 burglar rating. 
 
These safes have withstood severe attacks by UL experts using powerful tools such as 
carbide disc cutters, power saws, sledgehammers, drills, pressure-applying devices, 
etc., and without fail were awarded the High Security UL TL15 burglar-resistive rating. 
 

 

Door:  
o 4-1/4" thick overall, includes a 3/4" steel plate with 100,000 

P.S.I. minimum tensile strength. 
o Right hinge is standard, left hinge is a no-cost option.  
o Three massive 1" diameter solid steel chrome-plated locking 

bolts.  
o A full length dead bar locks deep into the body preventing 

door removal during a forced entry attempt.  
o Heavy duty steel hinges with oil impregnated bronze 

bearings provide easy, smooth door operation.  
 
 

Body:  
o ½” thick steel plate with 100,000 psi minimum tensile 

strength. 
o Two anchor holes provided to securely anchor safe.  
 
 

 Locking Mechanism:  
o UL-listed Type 1 digital lock with spring-loaded auxiliary 

relocking device that protects from punching attacks is our 
standard offering. 

o 1/4" heavy duty drill-resistant carburized Hardplate protects 
the lock from drilling attacks 
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